
Respected Comrade Kim Jong Un Visits Kumsusan
Palace of Sun

Pyongyang, July 8 (KCNA) -- Kim Jong Un, general secretary of the 
Workers' Party of Korea (WPK) and president of the State Affairs of 
the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, together with the 
participants in the Special Workshop for Officials in the Party Life 
Guidance Sections of Organizational Departments of Party 
Committees at All Levels of the WPK, visited the Kumsusan Palace of
the Sun on the occasion of the greatest memorial day of the nation.
Accompanying him were Jo Yong Won, member of the Presidium of 
the Political Bureau and secretary for Organizational Affairs of the 
WPK Central Committee, and Ri Il Hwan, member of the Political 
Bureau and secretary of the WPK Central Committee.
The sacred temple of Juche was overflowing with ardent yearning 
and boundless reverence for President Kim Il Sung and 
Chairman Kim Jong Il, the great leaders who pioneered and added 
luster to the glorious history of the ever-victorious WPK.
The participants entered the palace with a feeling of solemnity, 
overwhelmed by the great honor and excitement of having received 
an important Party-building programme for the new era run through 
with the outstanding ideo-theoretical wisdom of the respected 
Comrade Kim Jong Un at the special workshop that marked an 
important historic occasion in the struggle for developing the great 
WPK.
A floral basket from Kim Jong Un was placed at the statues of the 
President and the Chairman.
Laid before the statues were the floral baskets in the names of the 



WPK Central Committee and the participants in the special 
workshop.
Kim Jong Un, together with the participants, paid high tribute to 
the statues of the President and the Chairman.
At the halls where the President and the Chairman lie in state, he 
paid homage to the President and the Chairman as a token of his 
best wishes for immortality to the great leaders who built the WPK 
into a powerful Juche-type revolutionary party for the times and 
history and laid an organizational and ideological cornerstone of 
eternal value for the WPK to always emerge victorious.
The participants made a deep bow to the President and the 
Chairman, the founder and builders of the WPK, respectfully 
presenting a report to the great leaders that they would launch a 
sacred struggle to put the WPK's leadership and fighting efficiency 
on a fresh high stage with high awareness and confidence after 
successfully concluding the special workshop held under the direct 
guidance of the great Comrade Kim Jong Un.
All the participants made their firm resolve to creditably discharge 
their militant mission and core role, as the officials of the Party 
sections performing the function of the heart and nerve system, in 
the historic struggle for ushering in a new era of strengthening of 
the entire Party, cherishing deep in mind the great trust and honor 
bestowed by Kim Jong Un, and thus tangibly contribute to 
developing the WPK into the powerful guiding political organization 
modeled on his revolutionary idea. -0-
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